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Abstract

This paper presents the state of the art and future prospects for autonomous real-time on-orbit calibration of gyros and attitude sensors. The current practice in ground-based calibration is presented briefly to contrast it with on-orbit calibration. The technical and economic benefits of on-orbit calibration are discussed. Various algorithms for on-orbit calibration are evaluated, including some that are already operating on board spacecraft. Because Redundant Inertial Measurement Units (RIMUs, which are IMUs that have more than three sense axes) are almost ubiquitous on spacecraft, special attention will be given to calibration of RIMUs. In addition, we discuss autonomous on board calibration and how it may be implemented.

1 Introduction

Attitude sensor and gyro calibration is generally critical to obtain accurate spacecraft attitude determination and fast and accurate slewing and targeting. Accurate gyro calibration is also needed to reduce attitude error when attitude sensor data is not available, for example during contingencies, trajectory control maneuvers or orbit adjusts, and during sensor occultation. Calibrated attitude sensors and gyros is needed for reliable measurement edit tests in an attitude determination filter. Calibration can be used for sensor performance trending and failure prediction, and for failure detection.

When a satellite is placed into operation, misaligned attitude sensors and uncalibrated gyros will cause large measurement residuals in the on-board attitude determination filter. A residual edit algorithm in the filter may edit all the attitude measurements, thus leading to divergence of the filter, or its residual edit threshold may be large enough to preclude residual editing but leave the filter vulnerable to highly erroneous measurements. On-board real-time calibration avoids this problem and permits rapid commissioning of a spacecraft.

Ground-based support for calibration is costly, time-consuming, and prone to error in planning and execution because it requires dedicated technical personnel and interaction with the spacecraft to perform calibration maneuvers, to collect and process a large amount of telemetry, and to upload and verify the calibration parameters. Telemetry is at a premium especially for deep space missions where the telemetry data rate is low. Ground-based calibration delays the commissioning of a spacecraft, and frequent ground calibration over a long mission duration increases the cost of ground support and reduces mission efficiency [1, 2]. On most missions, HST and Chandra for example, it is
important to minimize interruption of the observation schedule and to maximize mission efficiency [1, 3]. By performing calibration in real time on board the spacecraft, telemetry bandwidth can be conserved, the cost of ground support can be significantly reduced, and mission performance and efficiency can be improved. Ground support can be reduced to simple automated monitoring and trend analysis.

Formation-flying spacecraft and constellations of spacecraft will benefit greatly from autonomous on-board real-time calibration: Not only is there a multiple of cost savings in ground operations due to the number of spacecraft in formation or in a constellation [1], there is also an improvement in performance because the formation attitude can be coordinated more accurately when the attitude sensors in each spacecraft are well calibrated.

A survey paper by LaVallee et al. [4] defines an autonomous system as one that “reacts to its external inputs and takes some action without human intervention”. Hartley and Hughes [2] define an autonomous system as one that is “self-acting and self-regulating”. This author would add that an autonomous system can react or adapt to changing external conditions, whereas LaVallee and Hughes might define this as an intelligent system [4].

Attitude determination and control requirements of future NASA spacecraft will demand greater performance, reliability, availability, and autonomy; and will demand reduced cost of procurement and operation and a shorter procurement cycle. Achieving these goals only through improvements in attitude and angular rate sensors is impractical, especially given the high cost and long development and procurement cycles of high performance hardware. On-board real-time calibration algorithms implemented in well designed COTS software are necessary to improve system performance.

The stated goal of the Flight Dynamics Analysis Branch (FDAB) at the NASA Goddard Space Flight Center is to perform calibration in real time on board the spacecraft. The following statement has been on the FDAB web site [5] for several years:

“What is the future of ground attitude and sensor calibration estimation? The future is ultimately onboard the spacecraft, though this requires the development of algorithms suitable for onboard use and more sophisticated onboard computers. However, the development of each is only a matter of time. Currently, ground attitude and sensor calibration automation is being pursued. The ground has the high-powered computers to monitor the spacecraft attitude and sensor calibration autonomously. In conjunction with the development of these automation algorithms, onboard algorithms are being pursued for implementation onboard spacecraft once the hardware advances sufficiently.”

The FDAB has made great strides in the last several years to improve ground-based automation to calibrate the attitude sensors on several missions, which has reduced costs and has improved mission efficiency and performance. This automated processing system called Multi-Mission Three-Axis Stabilized Spacecraft (MTASS) [1–3, 5, 6]. MTASS comprises gyro and alignment calibration software known as IRUCAL, ALICAL, and ALIQUEST, and various tools for magnetometer and fine sun sensor calibration, and software tools for processing Level 0 (raw) telemetry. Although significant progress has been made to automate ground-based calibration, ground-based calibration still presents a performance limitation (because it is non-real-time) and cost liability.

1.1 Impediments to On-Board Real-Time Calibration

There have been several impediments to on-board real-time calibration becoming standard practice in both government and industry, although there have been successes:

Perception of Risk: Mission PIs are reluctant to accept risk or carry experimental hardware [2]. They adopt only proven state-of-the-art technology unless otherwise required to achieve their mission objective. Where requirements demand new technology, often it is requirements that are changed. Indeed short program schedules assume little technical, schedule, or cost risk, and therefore preclude research and development. There is also a reluctance within some organizations to adopt new and “unproven” methods due to the not-invented-here syndrome, lack of understanding of benefits, and lack of flight heritage. The still recent faster-better-cheaper era also increased the sensitivity to risk.
Development Cost: There is a large investment cost and risk to develop, test, and document real-time software. Cross-program support for research and development and for software products is difficult to achieve in many organizations.

Technical Challenges: Suitable real-time calibration algorithms are relatively new, particularly for a RIMU, and are computationally intensive. Calibration filters are often deemed to be potentially unstable or susceptible to divergence, particularly during long periods of autonomous operation [7]. Autonomous real-time operation presents additional challenges in algorithm and software design and operation, and in end-to-end system engineering [2].

Personnel: The development, integration, testing, and operation of calibration software requires specialized knowledge and experience to make it work correctly. Attitude sensor and gyro calibration has to be understood at the system, subsystem, and algorithm levels. Many spacecraft manufacturing companies, particularly small companies, cannot find or retain experienced attitude determination/calibration engineers, they may not have the resources to perform sufficient research and development, and they may not recover their investment costs. Therefore they have great difficulty in responding to more challenging attitude determination and calibration performance requirements.

1.2 Benefits of On-Board Real-Time Calibration

Technical benefits of on-orbit calibration include more precise calibration, ability to track parameter variations due to thermal variations, less recorder and telemetry data, minimal interruption of science observations, greater autonomy, and less ground support. A continuously-operating EKF-based calibration filter estimates attitude and calibration parameters, and it produces optimal (minimum variance) attitude estimates regardless of the attitude motions. The on-board calibration filter may be operated either continuously or intermittently, and it can provide optimal attitude estimates. Continuous on-board calibration also provides a means for fault detection and for attitude sensor and gyro performance trending. Intermittent calibration may be appropriate when slow age-induced variations in calibration parameters can be sufficiently calibrated with infrequent calibration maneuvers or normal attitude maneuvers. Intermittent calibration can be either on-demand as needed or scheduled at regular intervals in coordination with mission operations. Continuous on-board real-time calibration can track faster environmentally-induced parameter changes, particularly changes due to temperature variations, thereby giving optimal attitude and calibration parameter estimates at all times. Parameter tracking is achieved by modeling the calibration parameters as constants driven by white process noise. An ability to track temperature-induced parameter variations may allow less stringent thermal requirements, thereby reducing engineering design effort and cost, and possibly relaxing operational constraints. An EKF-based calibration filter can utilize mission attitude motions for calibration, possibly supplemented with calibration maneuvers when the mission attitude motions are not sufficiently persistently exciting.

Because the attitude sensors are always calibrated in an on-board real-time calibration filter (assuming a certain level of persistent excitation, i.e., maneuvering), the spacecraft can slew to a target faster and more accurately and require less time to converge onto the target, thereby reducing target acquisition time and increasing mission efficiency. In many systems, particularly imaging systems, attitude measurement data is telemetered to the ground for attitude determination and calibration processing. The attitude estimates are then used in processing of the image data. On-board real-time attitude determination/calibration can reduce the latency in transferring time-critical precise attitude estimates directly to end-users. Precise attitude can also be used to support on-board payload data processing, and precise (calibrated) attitude can be telemetered with the payload data [2]. The time to commission a spacecraft to full operating performance is reduced with on-board real-time calibration because attitude maneuvers and calibration can commence immediately after the spacecraft is placed on orbit, and the on-board filter can track the typically large variations in parameters that occur during the first several weeks or months of operation.

In this paper we focus on attitude sensor alignment calibration and gyro calibration. Calibration of magnetometers and Earth horizon sensors could be performed in real-time, but there doesn’t
seem to be a performance advantage. Real-time on-board focal plane distortion calibration may offer some performance advantages, but is not addressed in this paper. We also make a distinction between real-time on-board calibration versus near real-time ground-based calibration. Furthermore, on-board real-time calibration may be either semi-autonomous or fully autonomous.

2 Calibration Algorithms

Algorithms for calibration of attitude sensors and gyros were reviewed in a recent survey paper [15]. Sensor alignment calibration algorithms can be divided into two categories: attitude-independent and attitude-dependent. These categories can each be divided into batch least-squares and filtering or recursive least-squares methods. Gyro (or IMU) calibration can also be divided into batch least-squares and filtering or recursive least-squares methods, and may include attitude sensor alignment calibration.

Batch least-squares methods are not suitable for real-time calibration. Batch methods are generally suboptimal because process noise is usually omitted due to the difficulty of including it into the least-squares algorithm. Recursive least-squares is also suboptimal for the same reason. Extended Kalman Filters (EKF) are preferred for recursive state and parameter estimation because of their generality, but require proper initialization to ensure correct convergence.

2.1 Davenport, BICal, and Delta-Bias Methods

The main IMU calibration tool used by the Flight Dynamics Analysis Branch (FDAB) at the NASA Goddard Space Flight Center (GSFC) is the Davenport algorithm (IRUCAL), which is a batch least-squares method [8–10]. It has been used for more than 25 years to calibrate the gyros on many fabulous sciencecraft. The Delta-Bias and BICal algorithms have also been used to estimate gyro calibration parameters [11, 12]. Attitude sensor misalignments are estimated separately from the Davenport IRU calibration procedure using ALICAL and ALIQUEST.

The Davenport IRU calibration algorithm and the Delta-Bias, BICal, ALICAL, and ALIQUEST algorithms are all based on batch least-squares methods, which are not appropriate for on-board real-time calibration due to the large data storage and processing load required for a batch algorithm [1, p. 2], [6, p. 4]. The sequential Davenport IRU calibration algorithm [1, 3, 13] is an adaptation of the Davenport IRU calibration algorithm to incorporate prior calibration estimates, but is still a batch method. These batch least-squares calibration algorithms are not appropriate for on-board real-time calibration, and recursive versions are not appealing because they are suboptimal. A recursive formulation of the Davenport algorithm that resembles an Extended Kalman Filter (EKF) gyro calibration filter has also been developed [14].

2.2 EKF-Based Calibration Algorithms

Various EKFs for calibration were reviewed in a recent survey paper [15]. Although most of these have worked well in practice, some have not. For example, Hashmall [6, 11] reports serious difficulties with convergence of the EKF but does not offer enough information to evaluate the situation. Difficulties were also reported in [16, 17], which can be traced to over-parameterization and the use of the quaternion as a state in the filter. The calibration filter presented in [18] was a noble effort to develop a RIMU calibration filter, but has some notable deficiencies [15]. Unsubstantiated assertions that the EKF is susceptible to divergence have been made [7]. Such negative publicity has perhaps slowed the implementation of EKF-based calibration filters on board NASA spacecraft.

The feasibility of on-board real-time calibration using Extended Kalman Filters has been demonstrated on two NASA spacecraft. At the Jet Propulsion Laboratory, an on-board real-time inertial measurement unit (IMU) calibration was implemented in the Spitzer Space Telescope (SIRTF) [19, 20] and in Cassini [21, 22]. Calibration was initially performed every four days on Spitzer (though once per day was originally planned) [19] and is performed at least twice per year on Cassini using dedicated calibration maneuvers [22]. At present the calibration on Spitzer utilizes motions during
science observations, and dedicated calibration maneuvers are no longer normally used. The IMU calibration model is the body-referenced parameterization discussed above. On Spitzer, only three of the four sense axes are used, but asymmetric scale factors are included in the calibration model. Attitude sensor and payload alignment calibration is performed separately from IMU calibration on Spitzer and Cassini. On Spitzer, the star tracker and payload sensor alignment calibration model comprises 27 parameters, which are estimated on board in real time by a Kalman filter [20].

The Draper Inertial Stellar Compass (ISC) is another example of on-board real-time calibration. The ISC integrates three MEMS gyros and the Draper APS star tracker with an Atmel TSC695F processor and a 27-state Kalman filter implemented with a square root (factorized) covariance [23–26]. The filter states comprise attitude, bias, symmetric scale factors, misalignments, and temperature coefficients for the bias and scale factors. The was flown aboard TacSat-2, which was launched on 16 December 2006 [23].

2.3 Calibration Maneuvers

The Davenport and Delta-Bias gyro calibration algorithms require a long inertial hold period and several piecewise-constant angular rate motions [6, 11, 12, 27]. The requirement for constant angular rates is inherent in the design of these calibration algorithms. Note that the use of constant angular rates can result in biased scale factor estimates because of scale factor nonlinearity. Long calibration intervals preclude tracking of faster variations in the calibration parameters. Long calibration intervals also reduce mission efficiency. Typical telemetry and maneuver durations required by the Davenport IRU calibration algorithm are 6 hours on Terra [11, p. 346], 11 orbits (not continuous) on EUVE [28], 9 hours on WIRE [11, p. 343], and 12 maneuvers over 2 days on Aqua [3].

These are extremely long durations compared to approximately 1 hour typical of an EKF-based calibration filter [29]. Unlike the Davenport algorithm, an EKF-based calibration filter does not require that the calibration maneuvers be of constant angular rate. The EKF-based calibration filter accepts arbitrary calibration maneuvers, subject only to spacecraft attitude constraints and conditions for identifiability of the parameters, and a long inertial hold period is not required. In some systems, the normal mission attitude motions may be sufficient to maintain convergence of the calibration parameters. In cases where the mission attitude motions are not sufficient to maintain convergence of the parameters, the mission attitude motions can be supplemented with calibration maneuvers to ensure that the calibration parameters are sufficiently converged. Note, however, that the attitude estimation error is less sensitive to calibration parameter error in regions where the angular rate is small, so larger calibration error can be tolerated in those regions.

It was stated in [7] that long periods of zero or constant angular rate should not be processed in an EKF, claiming that there is little information content about the parameters and that correlations built up during a period of constant angular rate may cause instability of the EKF. Both of these claims are speculation, and in fact are false. A period of zero angular rate allows the covariance of the attitude and bias estimates to converge. Periods of attitude motions that are not persistently exciting, in particular zero or constant angular rates, will result in a slow growth of the parameter covariance in directions of small angular rate. This growth is due to the process noise on the parameters, which is generally very small. The parameter estimates may tend to drift as the covariance grows, but this drift is bounded by the covariance in a properly implemented filter. The EKF will be stable if the covariance is not allowed to grow beyond an upper limit. Practical limits in the standard deviation of error, as computed from the square root of the diagonal of the covariance matrix, are several degrees per hour for the gyro bias, 100 000 ppm for the gyros’ scale factors, 3 degrees for the gyro axis misalignments, and 3 degrees for the attitude sensor misalignments. These limits will not be reached for a very long time with practical values for the parameter process noise, and the system can be designed to provide a calibration maneuver at appropriate intervals to maintain convergence of the calibration parameters. In regard to the second claim, correlations build up during a period of constant angular rate provide valuable information about certain linear combinations of parameters.

The angular rate used in the calibration maneuver should nearly uniformly span the range of angular rates expected during mission operations so that scale factor nonlinearity is averaged out.
over the rate range so that the scale factor estimate is not biased. The Davenport method requires piecewise-constant angular rates about each axis, so its scale factor estimate is biased by the scale factor nonlinearity at each angular rate. A large number of calibration maneuvers at various angular rates would be needed to reduce the effect of scale factor nonlinearity. (Scale factor nonlinearity can also be estimated in this way [15].) Except for the “persistent excitation” required of calibration maneuvers for any calibration method, the EKF does not place any other requirement on the calibration maneuver. Thus, a ramp-rate, sinusoidal, or other angular rate profile can be used for a calibration maneuver. Persistent excitation is the term used in system identification to mean that the input to a system makes the parameters distinguishable (or less precisely speaking, observable) at the outputs of the system.

3 On-Board Real-Time Calibration

Reliable and efficient real-time calibration software is required autonomous for on-board real-time calibration. A properly designed calibration filter can reliably estimate attitude and calibration parameters and run in real-time on present-day space qualified computers. The filter software should include features needed to support autonomy. Improved mission efficiency and performance can be achieved by optimizing calibration maneuvers. The optimization minimizes the parameter estimation error covariance with constraints on total control effort, attitude, angular rate, and angular acceleration. Also needed are metrics to measure how close a given calibration maneuver is to optimal.

Planning for calibration requires an understanding of when and how often calibration is required. This is influenced by hardware characteristics, environmental factors, performance requirements, and operational constraints. Planning is not completely deterministic, though a conservative assessment may be made regarding when and how often calibration should be performed. Calibration is generally performed more frequently in the weeks or months following orbit insertion, then less frequently once trends in the calibration parameters have been established. Efficient algorithms are needed for autonomous calibration planning and scheduling based on an optimal calibration maneuver or the calibration maneuver required to achieve a specified level of accuracy; predicted geometrical constraints on attitude; power, thermal, and communications constraints; physical constraints on agility of the spacecraft; the payload observation schedule; attitude performance; and historical calibration data. Calibration can be fully autonomous if calibration maneuver planning and scheduling can be performed on-board either on a fixed schedule or in coordination or conjunction with the science observation schedule. Semi-autonomous calibration is planned and scheduled in a ground-based system. Either way, the calibration maneuver planning algorithm has to incorporate the aforementioned constraints into its maneuver planning and scheduling algorithm.

Autonomous calibration may make use of on-board performance monitoring functions to determine when a calibration maneuver should be initiated. For example, targeting error may indicate a need for calibration. The calibration filter’s estimation error covariance and measurement residuals can also be used to trigger or queue a calibration maneuver. Attitude motions are needed, of course, so that miscalibration is observable in the residuals. Sensor performance trending on-board can be used to plan calibration events. Although performance trending, failure prediction, and failure detection can be performed autonomously on-board a spacecraft, the same data should be telemetered to a ground-based system for historical recording and occasional oversight by an operator.

4 RADICAL™ COTS Calibration Software

Redundant Inertial Measurement Units (RIMUs) are IMUs that have more than three active sense axes [29]. A RIMU is used in attitude determination systems that demand high availability, reliability, redundancy, and accuracy. Attitude determination with a RIMU is more accurate than with a three-axis IMU. The redundancy also permits reliable and rapid fault detection. Furthermore, a RIMU possesses unique observability properties of the calibration parameters not found in three-
axis IMUs [31–33]. The survey article [15] shows that RIMUs are almost ubiquitous on spacecraft. However, their characteristics have not been fully exploited in spacecraft attitude determination systems. Recent algorithm and software development will permit greater system performance and autonomy [29–32, 34, 35].

The commercially available RIMU Attitude Determination and Calibration (RADICAL™) filter [35] is a C language implementation of the RIMU calibration filter in [31] with several enhancements to support autonomous operation. The RADICAL™ software comprises core filter functions, a driver program, pre-processing functions, and Matlab support software for sensor simulation and for plotting and tabulating results. The core code is designed for autonomous on-board real-time operation. A wrapper code provides a user interface to the RADICAL™ core code for automated ground-based processing and for use as a desktop analysis and design tool. The core code includes an extended Kalman filter, several measurement error models, fault detection and self-monitoring logic, initialization for cold and warm start, sensor data interfaces and circular buffering, telemetry output in a choice of three different size but customizable packets, diagnostic output data, upload and download of default and active parameter tables, and a command interface. The core code also contains an algorithm and logic to support both intermittent and continuous calibration.

The RADICAL™ calibration algorithm is based on a physical-parameter model and the null-space measurement update [29]. The null-space measurement contains information that is not observable in the computed body angular rate and permits full observability of the calibration parameters. The full-order physical-parameter model also has other advantages in observability [31–33]. Process noise in the parameter model allows the calibration filter to track parameter variations and helps to ensure that the covariance does not become ill conditioned or singular.

The covariance matrix in a calibration filter can become ill conditioned during its initial convergence from a large initial covariance under high angular rate, and possibly when the process noise is small. Therefore UD-factorized covariance propagation and update algorithms are used in RADICAL™ to ensure numerical stability and accuracy, accuracy, and efficiency. The covariance matrix is never computed, except that certain elements of the covariance matrix are computed only for output and for convergence threshold tests. The factorized covariance algorithms are particularly important during the initial convergence of the parameters, especially under high angular rate about one axis, where the covariance matrix can become ill conditioned.

When operated intermittently, the initial state and covariance for one segment of data is the final state and covariance of the previous segment plus a covariance “bump”, but with attitude and its covariance and cross-covariance being reset. A covariance “bump” can be applied at any time to permit selected parameters or attitude to reconverge, which is useful when hardware is power cycled or when there is a large thermal transient.

One feature of the RADICAL™ calibration filter is that it can process disjoint or interrupted telemetry streams. The attitude estimate, attitude covariance, and attitude cross-covariance are reset when there is a break in the gyro data. The parameter covariance remains intact (in UD factorized form). This is called a “warm-start” of the calibration filter. In addition, a covariance “bump” can be applied to model uncertainty due to a change in the parameters since the epoch of the previously processed telemetry stream. (A covariance bump can also be applied at any time during processing in RADICAL™.) A bump can also be applied to the attitude covariance. The covariance bump is simply a specified increase in the covariance of any estimated parameter or attitude. The covariance bump is applied upon a warm start and can be applied at any time upon command to permit selected parameters or attitude to reconverge, which is useful for example after a large thermal transient. The bump is applied directly to the UD factors of the covariance matrix to ensure numerical accuracy and stability and for computational efficiency. The importance of being able to process disjoint telemetry streams and applying the covariance bump is that the filter does not have to be reinitialized, and the filter is nearly converged when the prior converged estimates and their covariance are used to warm start the filter. Convergence problems are avoided when a prior estimate and a small prior covariance are used to warm-start the filter. A calibration maneuver can also be segmented to avoid constraints. The capability to process disjoint telemetry
streams and to apply the covariance bump at any time supports autonomous on-board calibration. In addition, a shorter calibration maneuver may be sufficient to maintain convergence of the calibration parameters and their covariance. This is also beneficial during mission operations to reduce risk, to reduce interruption of science operations, and to reduce the volume of telemetry dedicated to calibration (in the case of ground-based calibration).

Simulation results in [36] and calibration results using MESSENGER telemetry data reported in [37–39] demonstrate the efficacy of the RIMU calibration filter and the utility of the RADICAL™ calibration filter. Results in [39] demonstrate the RADICAL™ filter’s ability to process disjoint telemetry streams. Results from simulation and telemetry show that the RIMU calibration filter converges from large initial uncertainties of at least 3 degrees misalignment uncertainty, greater than 15000 ppm scale factor uncertainty, and 10 deg/hr bias uncertainty [15, 30, 37–39]. In practice, however, initial parameter uncertainties are much smaller. Attitude is initialized using attitude measurements and their covariance to avoid convergence problems. The RIMU calibration filter was used successfully in ground processing to calibrate the SIRU and the star trackers on MESSENGER [36–39].

5 Conclusion

The technology exists to perform on-board real-time calibration and has been demonstrated on two NASA spacecraft and in an experimental attitude determination system. We also have the capability to fully calibrate RIMUs and to take advantage of their unique benefit to performance and reliability. Reliable and efficient COTS calibration software for RIMU calibration is also available. It could be used on board a NASA mission today with traditional calibration maneuver planning and scheduling, and later integrated with an autonomy system.

Algorithms for optimizing calibration maneuvers subject to certain constraints are needed to maximize mission efficiency. Metrics are also needed to measure how close a given calibration maneuver is from optimal. These functions can then be integrated into an autonomy system.
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